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We started out by talking to our members about 

money. We asked them what they know and 

don’t know about managing day-to-day; we asked them 

about investments, and we asked them to identify the 

advice they’d pass along to families just starting out.

What we learned (and more) is in this new book called 

The Bucket Coach. Funny title for financial education, 

but we think it’s appropriate and here’s why. 

You have more demands on your money, your  

income, your cash flow and your ability to manage a 

home and a family than any generation before you. 

You have more investment choices, more banking 

choices, more credit, more debt, more costs and 

more complexity than your parents ever had. 

You have more buckets to balance, fill, deplete 
and plan for than anyone could have imagined 
back in the day. 

The Bucket Coach is our first response to that chal-

lenge. It starts with practical, step-by-step financial 

education. It’s not always nice and comfy - some-

times, it’s very simple common sense and some-

times that has to be blunt.

If all you do is read the book, that’s fine - it  

will help. But The Bucket Coach is more than  

a book and you may be interested in that too. 

The Bucket Coach reflects a change in philo-

sophy at Fire Services Credit Union. We are 

becoming more effective partners in your overall 

financial well-being. We’re planning to take The 

Bucket Coach on the road in financial seminars. 

We’ll help with financial literacy education for 

your kids and families. We’ll provide a more 

conservative, practical approach to investments 

because that’s what works.

We’ll provide Financial Coaching - as you manage 

through all the stages of life - to ensure your net 

worth is always looking up as opposed to backing up 

time and again. Welcome to The Bucket Coach - your 

practical guide to managing the flow of money into 

and out of your home. 

messAge from the ceo

All the best!

Kevin J. Connolly.

CEO, Fire Services Credit Union

When I started in this role in 2010, I did so knowing we had to add more 

value in our services. To be blunt, everyone at Fire Services Credit Union 

knew we had to become better partners in your total financial well-being;  

a service philosophy average income earners don’t find at most banks (unless 

of course you get their attention with a big inheritance or lottery win).

who is rock soLid?

We created a fictional, super-family to represent Fire Fighters, their loved 

ones, an enemy to focus on and our Coach who helps us overcome that enemy. 

We did this to have some fun - but also to focus your attention on tips and 

ideas that you won’t find at other financial institutions.
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giVe these PeoPLe A medAL: 
PArt one

The vast majority of the men and women we’ve 

met in Fire Services will tell you they love their 

career choice. It’s a great job. But it’s also a very 

different way to make a living and that’s where the 

stresses appear.

Off the top, jumping into harm’s 

way on a moment’s notice qualifies 

every Fire Fighter for respect and 

admiration. You all deserve medals in 

our books (including this book). Your 

neighbours sleep more soundly, we all 

rest easier, because you and your team 

are on the job.

So that’s the part everyone knows and everyone talks 

about. The other stresses stay more in the Hall and 

around the kitchen table. Here are a few examples:

The job creates marriage stress. This in turn creates 

challenging financial situations. It’s no secret that 

we have higher instances of marital breakdown and 

it’s not judgmental to say we have to deal with it if 

we’re serious about your financial well-being. Hope-

fully, you won’t go down this road, but if you do, the 

information in this book will most certainly help.

Different shifts create different household roles. 

Dads providing primary childcare, parents living on 

different shifts and passing like ships in the night. 

This creates challenging situations. 

You have a lot of time off; how you fill your time, 

either with play or a second income or both, creates 

unique financial challenges.

You share ideas and learning with your peers far 

more often and more openly than most workers in 

different situations. That can lead to good things 

and to that old saying; penny wise, pound foolish.

You have a solid, dependable income. You have an 

excellent pension and insurance program. All that 

is as it should be. But it also gives Fire Fighters a 

sense of security that can sometimes get them into 

financial hot water. Because you are so secure, 

you tend to over-spend without any plan for getting 

that spending under control. You have time on your 

hands and you want the toys to fill that time. 

In the same context, major financial institutions love  

Fire Fighters because you have time for spending and 

you have a secure income to go with it. That makes you 

a great target for credit promotions and lending, services 

that contribute to those bank profits we all read about. 
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This probably sounds a little daunting, but here’s 

the good news: We’ll work with you each step 

of the way, and by the end of this journey, you’ll 

have buckets of advice you can use every day to 

get ahead, stay ahead and retire with more than 

you anticipated.

About the bucket coAch

If you read the introduction, you know why we 

called this book The Bucket Coach (because you 

have a lot of money in a lot of places flowing in a 

lot of directions and the only way to manage it is to 

contain it, understand it and take control). 

Managing your finances is a huge subject and 

there are literally thousands of choices when it 

comes to advice and plans and get-rich-quick 

schemes. The Bucket Coach is none of that. We 

think you’re a unique group of people - you have 

some specific financial challenges. So we created 

a unique approach, put it in this book and made it 

available free to you (and your family). 

fAmiLy mAtters

There are several things you have to get your head 

around when it comes to money and families.

First, it costs money to have a family. We hope 

that’s not a surprise. What might be surprising 

is that it also saves money to have a family. Two 

people can live cheaper than one and so on. So 

while those cute little bundles of joy may grow up 

to become very expensive university students, rule 

number one has to be don’t let money become 
the primary topic of conversation in your home. 
Contain the discussion, keep it open and honest 

here’s how to use  
the bucket coAch:

Step 1: Just skim it for about an  

hour. It provides context for the rest of  

the book.

Step 2: Read it in detail, maybe one 

section a night for six nights.

Step 3: Get your partner to read it, too.

Step 4: Get on the same page  

(literally and figuratively) as each other 

and start implementing the steps to a 

brighter financial future.

Step 5: Seek help. If you feel 

overwhelmed or aren’t sure where to  

start, call us and set up an appointment  

to come in and talk.

Step 6: Commit! Make yourself a  

promise to change for the better. It  

won’t hurt. We promise.

So in addition to all the usual and new financial chal-

lenges everyone faces, Fire Fighters have a unique 

blend of social and job-related challenges that make 

their financial well-being both easier and tougher to 

sustain. Which leads us to Part Two of Getting a Medal...

giVe these PeoPLe A medAL: 
PArt two

Your firefighting career may be an adrenaline- 

pumping, unpredictable ride at times. That doesn’t 

mean managing your money has to be. 

Unfortunately, too many people in this fast-paced, 

credit-drenched world are conflicted by spend-

ing issues, keeping up with the Jones’, exceeding 

parental standards of living and more. We operate 

financially on a rollercoaster. Even retirement funds 

outside of pensions go up and down with too much 

frequency - unless you’re among the lucky few. 

When we leave home and start spending like adults, 

we expect the standard of living we grew up with. 

Big-screen TVs, two cars, a nice home with four bed-

rooms - that’s what you expect when you get out in the 

world. Oops - it took your parents years to get there. 

But you can’t wait, so you borrow. See the statistics for 

Canadian household borrowing on page 9 and you’ll 

see what we mean.

And it gets better. Too many of us don’t know where our 

paycheque goes every two weeks. We don’t have a clue 

what our spouses do with our income. We don’t pay too 

much attention to what our bills say because we have all 

the payments on auto-pilot. None of that is good.

Too many home owners chase mortgage rates and 

forget to pay as much attention to reducing amortiza-

tion. The banks are okay with that; the longer you 

take to pay down your mortgage, the more interest 

they earn. They can afford to dangle the odd good 

rate - they get it back and then some because you 

didn’t reduce the amortization fast enough. That’s 

where the real savings are.

We spend a lot of time watching investments go up 

and down, but we don’t track our cash flow and 

net worth, the real path to and the real measure of 

financial well-being.

Each of the points above raises questions. It’s time 

to find answers because knowing where you stand 

is the first step to predicting where you’ll end up. 

Being financially savvy means your lifestyle doesn’t 

have to change when you can’t fight fires anymore. 

It means you can take care of your partner, your 

kids and your parents without compromising the 

things you love to do.

We asked veteran Fire Fighters for the 

three things they’d tell every new recruit 

about money if asked. Here are the 

three top bits of advice: 

(1) Pay attention to your cash flow.

(2) Save (darn it).

(3) Invest (in more than stock market  

       investments and GICs). 
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credit cards they needed a chiropractor, there 

were no lines of credit, and don’t-pay-a-cent 

events didn’t exist (thankfully). It’s no wonder 

we, as a population, haven’t figured out what to 

do with all that available credit. Historically, it’s a 

brand new problem.

By 1990, most Canadians had debts totalling 91% 

of their disposable income. By the next decade, in 

2010, that number was a bloated 150%! Canadians 

are spending $1.50 for every $1.00 they earn! You 

don’t have to be a financial whiz to see how screwed 

up the new math is.

The number of Canadians who declare bankruptcy 

at the age of 55 or older has gone up 560% in the 

last two decades. That means we stop working before 

we finish paying off all the stuff we bought when we 

were working. We haven’t put aside enough to get us 

through the rainy days. And there will be rainy days. 

Have you given any thought to how much it will cost 

you to retire?

Have you worked out the same kind of math for 

educating your children or paying down your mort-

gage? The good news is you can figure it out, start-

ing today, without too much pain. It comes down to 

three simple steps: (1) Have faith that being smart 

with money doesn’t mean the end of all things fun. 

(2) Take hold of your finances. (3) Spend less than 

you earn. Seriously.

whAt to tAke AwAy from this chAPter
(1) The very characteristics that make you a good Fire Fighter will make  

you a good money manager. And in its own way, it will be almost  

as rewarding.

(2) By starting today, you are taking the first step towards creating a  

stress-free, secure home for your family.

(3) Your income (plus that of your partner and any side businesses)  

is sufficient to build a level of personal wealth you may not have  

thought possible.
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between everyone involved and you will have fewer 

family financial issues than those who make money 

their only reason for getting up in the morning.

Second, save and spend as a team. By com-

bining efforts with your partner, not only will your 

fortune grow more quickly, but you’ll be setting an 

example for your kids that they’ll take into their 

adult lives, and pass onto their kids. 

Third, invest and plan as a team. Even though 

one of the perks of the job – a good pension – will 

likely ensure you get to enjoy some level of comfort 

when you retire, it isn’t enough to maintain the 

lifestyle you enjoy today. Get smart now, and your 

retirement lifestyle won’t have to suffer and may 

even improve!

It’s a fact that Canadians don’t discuss money 

openly - it’s also a fact Fire Fighters do. Take 

that part home with you. Include your kids in 

your financial planning discussions so when they 

become adults, they’re better prepared. focus on 
the upside, not what you can’t afford. If there’s one 

message you take from The Bucket Coach, that’s it.

sPend, sPend, sPend
Before the mid 1960s, consumers didn’t have 

the kind of credit options we have now, so they 

had no choice but to spend within their means. 

They got loans for houses, maybe a car, but 

that was it. They couldn’t pop over to the bank 

machine, they didn’t have a wallet so heavy with 

kid stuff - just for fun!
• University Undergrad Tuition: $6,307*(average in 

Ontario in 2010, not including residence costs and other 

expenses of living away from home).

• Ballet lessons: $250+ plus $150-$250 for costume

• Nintendo® Wii™: $200 plus +_ $50 per game

• Laptop computer: $500-$2,000

• AAA hockey (average, one year): $10,000-$20,000 

including skates, six sticks, gas/hotels for tournaments, 

trainer, league fees, player fees

• Quinny® Buzz™ stroller: $600

• Peg Perego® infant car seat: $300

• Classic Pooh® crib bedding set: $420 (window valance, 

diaper stacker, blanket, lamp and mobile)

• Backyard wooden play set: $900

• Centauri Arts camp, one week: $1,560

*Statistics Canada




